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Scott Stewart Freerolls the Tunica Series 
 
California pro earns second gold ring in Horseshoe Tunica opening event, pockets $23,326. 
 
Tunica, Miss. (January 23, 2015) — Scott Stewart is freerolling the World Series of Poker 
Circuit at Horseshoe Casino in Tunica, Miss. following a $23,326 score in the opening event. To 
get to that point, he outlasted 338 players in a $365 no-limit hold’em tournament and captured 
his second gold ring along with 50 points toward the Casino Championship. 
 
“It couldn’t be better because this is my first time to the South, my first time to Tunica,” Stewart 
said. “Winning the first event, the rest is going to be a freeroll. I’m [here] with a couple friends 
so I’m really excited.” 
 
The victory marks Stewart’s second win of the Circuit season. Just last month he broke through 
for his first in the Harrah’s Southern California re-entry event – a tournament he referred to as a 
marathon. If that was a marathon, Event 1 at Horseshoe Tunica was certainly a sprint. The field 
narrowed from 338 to seven over Day 1’s 21 levels and Day 2 resumed with Stanley Harris 
holding a nearly two-to-one chip lead over Stewart who sat second. The pair butt heads right off 
the bat when Stewart got all in with a flopped set versus the flush draw of Harris. The board 
completed blanks and Stewart dragged in a game-changing pot. 
 
“It was about a 1.5 million-chip pot. That was about half the chips in play,” Stewart remembered. 
“That pot really vaulted me up. I felt really good because [Harris] was very erratic. He was going 
all in a lot.” 
 
Stewart got what was left of Harris’ stack a few hands later in a heads-up pot against the start-of-
day chip leader. The flop fell three diamonds and when the river paired the board, Harris moved 
all in. After some deliberation and a little thinking out loud, Stewart, the new chip leader, called 
with second pair and was best. Harris hit the rail fourth exiting the tournament graciously while 
Stewart was so close to his second gold ring he could taste it. From there, it took a matter of 
minutes for Richard Gibson to bust third and finally, William Stanford second. In all, Day 2 play 
lasted less than an hour and a half. 
 
“It went really quick. Probably the quickest final table I’ve ever played,” Stewart said. 
 
The 2014/2015 Circuit series at Horseshoe Tunica marks the property’s first time to host a 
WSOP event. Opened in 1995 by Jack Binion, the son of WSOP founder Benny Binion, the 



venue was a natural fit for the 12-day festival. Event 1 kicked off the series and, appropriately, a 
first time attendee won gold. 
 
“Ring number one was a marathon,” Stewart said. “Ring number two, I just feel like there’s 
more to be won. Now I feel like I know what I’m doing and it’s time to acquire some rings.” 
 
Event 1 was the first of 12 gold ring events on the WSOP Circuit schedule at Horseshoe Tunica. 
The $365 no-limit hold’em event attracted 338 players. The total prize pool came to $101,400 
and the top 36 finishers were paid. 
 
The tournament began Thursday, January 22 at 12 p.m. and Day 1 wrapped following Level 21. 
Day 2 began Friday at 2 p.m. with seven players remaining. Action concluded just before 3:30 
p.m.  
 
Here is the list of gold ring winners from the Horseshoe: 
 
EVENT #1: Scott Stewart defeated 338 players ($365 NLH) for $$23,326 
 
The player who accumulates the most overall points during the Horseshoe’s 12 combined gold 
ring tournaments earns the title Casino Champion and receives automatic entry into the WSOP 
National Championship set to take place this spring at a yet-to-be-determined location. 
 
All players who cash in ring events receive points that apply toward the Casino Championship 
race and the season-long race to claim one of 56 expected at-large National Championship bids 
awarded to the top point earners throughout the season. More information on the points system is 
available on WSOP.com. 
 
For more information about the WSOP Circuit, be sure to follow us on Twitter at @WSOP or 
check out WSOP.com. 
 
For additional information please contact:  
 
Lukas M. Willems (WSOP Media Coordinator) at lukasmwillems@gmail.com. 


